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The emergency department (ED) is an essential component of the public health response plan for control of acute respiratory infectious threats. Effective respiratory hygiene in the ED is imperative to limit the spread of dangerous respiratory pathogens, including influenza, severe acute respiratory syndrome, avian influenza, and bioterrorism agents, particularly given that these agents may not be immediately identifiable. Sustaining effective respiratory control measures is especially challenging in the ED because of patient crowding, inadequate staffing and resources, and ever-increasing numbers of immunocompromised patients. Threat of contagion exists not only for ED patients but also for visitors, health care workers, and inpatient populations. Potential physical sites for respiratory disease transmission extend from out-of-hospital care, to triage, waiting room, ED treatment area, and the hospital at large. This article presents a summary of the most current information available in the literature about respiratory hygiene in the ED, including administrative, patient, and legal issues. Wherever possible, specific recommendations and references to practical information from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention are provided. The “Administrative Issues” section describes coordination with public health departments, procedures for effective facility planning, and measures for health care worker protection (education, staffing optimization, and vaccination). The patient care section addresses the potentially infected ED patient, including emergency medical services concerns, triage planning, and patient transport. “Legal Issues” discusses the interplay between public safety and patient privacy. Emergency physicians play a critical role in early identification, treatment, and containment of potentially lethal respiratory pathogens. This brief synopsis should help clinicians and administrators understand, develop, and implement appropriate policies and procedures to address respiratory hygiene in the ED. [Ann Emerg Med. 2006;48:570-582.]

INTRODUCTION

Respiratory tract infections are common presentations among emergency department (ED) patients, some of whom may present an infectious risk. Unfortunately, definitive identification of the offending agent is generally not possible at the initial ED visit. Potential respiratory agents that the 21st century emergency physician must consider include the traditional respiratory pathogens and also emerging (eg, severe acute respiratory syndrome [SARS]), highly virulent (eg, avian influenza virus), resistant, and even bioterrorism-related agents. Thus, within the ED there is a potentially dangerous mixture of infections with serious possible public health consequences. Threat of contagion exists for uninfected patients (in the ED, the hospital at large, and the community) and health care
personnel (including ED physicians). Through implementation of the most up-to-date guidelines, health care personnel can aid in minimizing respiratory infection transmission and protect patients and other hospital personnel from infection.

The potential risk for respiratory infection–related morbidity and mortality is compounded in the ED because of the increasing number of immunocompromised ED patients, populations at increased risk include organ transplant patients,1 HIV-infected patients, and postchemotherapy patients, all of whom are living longer because of improved lifesaving therapies.2 Crowded and understaffed EDs further elevate risk of contagion and possible public health disasters. Two potentially lethal infections that are transmitted by the respiratory route, which most emergency physicians are familiar with, are Neisseria meningitidis (which causes meningococcemia) and Mycobacterium tuberculosis. These agents are relatively uncommon, however, in most US EDs, and as recently as 2003, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) reported that health care facility environments are rarely implicated in respiratory pathogen transmission (except in cases of immunocompromised patients). Case reports of transmission of SARS among hospital workers from that year resulted in heightened awareness of the need for increased attention to respiratory precautions. For example, according to Lau et al,3 44% of SARS cases (68/156 cases) at the Prince of Wales Hospital in Hong Kong occurred in hospital workers who did not take special protective measures during the SARS outbreak. Another study found that failure of providers to recognize risk, implement strict isolation measures, and diagnose disease was responsible for the majority of nosocomial cases of SARS in Hong Kong (with the vast majority of cases occurring among physicians and nurses).4 Internationally, health care worker infection has proven to account for up to 42% of SARS cases in Canada and approximately 25% of cases in Hong Kong.4,5 These findings provide compelling data that hospital workers are at significant risk of contracting respiratory infections and establish an imperative for initiating broad-scale infection control measures.

The participation of emergency physicians and nurses is critical for effective responsiveness to respiratory threats in hospitals. ED personnel represent a critical link in the chain of communication and response, along the continuum from the community to the inpatient unit. Policies should anticipate responses to the complex spectrum of possible respiratory illnesses, from highly transmissible and unexpected emerging global diseases such as SARS to yearly influenza epidemics. Lessons from the terrorist attacks on September 11, 2001, and other recent disasters emphasize the importance of integrating the public health system with both medical and mental health services, with close attention to capacity management and surge planning. Organizational systems thus require that disaster and public health planning at regional and state levels produce systems that integrate the ED (the likely focal point for patients with acute respiratory infections) with hospital and regional response plans and resources.6,7

The purpose of this report is to summarize, from both the peer-reviewed literature and public health sources (eg, from the CDC), information most relevant to ED respiratory infection control. Specific and current recommendations and guidelines are provided, along with evidence supporting specific respiratory infection control measures, when available. The review is divided into 3 sections, addressing administrative, patient-related, and legal issues, with some unavoidable overlap occurring. Administrative topics include public health coordination, facility planning, and health care worker issues. The patient-related portion covers patient flow from out-of-hospital and triage to waiting room and ED treatment areas, with inclusion of a discussion of patient education and patient transport. The legal section summarizes federal and local laws pertinent to respiratory hygiene. Because SARS represents the most recent significant respiratory pathogenic threat, many of the successes and challenges about respiratory infection control reference studies from the SARS outbreak. While this research is SARS specific, lessons that may be generalizable about infection control are provided. Further, although an all-inclusive discussion about respiratory hygiene is impossible, this summary provides the most relevant and practical information for the practicing emergency physician, with specific references provided for particular topics to allow more detailed review.

Background

According to a recent national ED-based survey, acute respiratory infections are the leading ED “illness-related” diagnosis.8 Another recent study from the pediatric literature reported that acute respiratory illnesses are the second leading category of adolescent diagnosis from ED visits among virtually every age group (except women aged 18 to 21 years).9 The significant influx of patients expected during an outbreak (such as SARS or avian influenza) would result in an even greater proportion of ED patient visits for respiratory-related complaints.

The CDC has developed several specific guidelines about infection control in hospitals, with the most recent updates issued in November 2004.10,11 The recommendations are graded according to levels of supporting evidence, as defined in Figure 1. Precautionary measures are divided into standard precautions (Figure 2) to be followed in care of all patients and transmission-based precautions to be used in addition to standard precautions according to the route of pathogen transmission. Transmission-based precautions include contact precautions for agents with potential transmission by direct or indirect contact; droplet precautions for agents with potential transmission by coughing, sneezing, talking, or performance of procedures (Figure 3); and airborne precautions for agents with potential transmission by dissemination of either airborne droplet nuclei or evaporated droplets that remain suspended in the air for long periods (Figure 4). Airborne transmission is relevant for small infectious particles that are 5 µm or smaller.
ADMINISTRATIVE ISSUES

Administrative issues surrounding respiratory hygiene apply to the entire health care facility. Emergency physicians should take a lead role in development and implementation of policies because the ED serves as the initial entry point for many patients. Policies to address routine respiratory pathogens (eg, tuberculosis [TB] and influenza A), emerging pathogens (eg, SARS or avian influenza), and bioterrorist agents are necessary. The CDC has provided detailed recommendations about health care facility response preparedness for a SARS outbreak (available online at http://www.cdc.gov/ncidod/sars/guidance/C/recommended.htm). Although these may not all be generalized to every new respiratory threat, the principles described in the reference can guide institutional preparation for any large-scale respiratory pathogen threat. Similar readiness plans for bioterrorism preparedness have been devised and published conjointly by the CDC and the Association of Professionals in Infection Control and Epidemiology.

PUBLIC HEALTH COORDINATION

Surge Capacity Plans

All health care facilities should have policies and procedures in place for respiratory infection control practice with specific operational plans for handling a large influx of potentially infectious patients in the event of a significant outbreak. When patient influx exceeds institutional capacity, plans should designate alternative triage and treatment areas either outdoors or in other nearby large-capacity facilities. Although plans may designate patient care areas that exceed hospital capacity, staffing issues may limit the ability to actually use these areas in

Figure 1. Rating categories applying to Figures 2-4.

Figure 2. Summary and level of supporting evidence for standard precautions (see Figure 1 for definitions of levels of grading); available at: http://www.cdc.gov/ncidod/hip/isolat/std_prec_excerpt.htm.

Recommendations Rated According to the Following Categories

Category IA. Strongly recommended for implementation and strongly supported by well-designed experimental, clinical, or epidemiologic studies.

Category IB. Strongly recommended for implementation and supported by certain experimental, clinical, or epidemiologic studies and a strong theoretic rationale.

Category IC. Required by state or federal regulation or representing an established association standard. (Note: Abbreviations for governing agencies and regulatory citations are listed where appropriate. Recommendations from regulations adopted at state levels are also noted. Recommendations from AIA guidelines cite the appropriate sections of the standards.)

Category II. Suggested for implementation and supported by suggestive clinical or epidemiologic studies or a theoretic rationale.

Unresolved issue. No recommendation is offered. No consensus or insufficient evidence exists about efficacy.

Standard precaution (IB) applies to all patients receiving care in hospitals regardless of their diagnosis or presumed infection status.

1. Handwashing. Wash hands after touching blood, bodily fluids, secretions, excretions, and contaminated items, whether or not gloves are worn, and between patient contacts; IB.

2. Gloves. Clean nonsterile gloves to be worn when touching blood, bodily fluids, secretions, excretions, contaminated items, mucous membranes, and nonintact skin; IB.

3. Mask, eye protection, face shield. Wear during procedures and patient care activities that are likely to generate splashes or sprays of blood, bodily fluids, secretions, and excretions; IB.

4. Gown (clean, nonsterile). Use during procedures and patient care activities that are likely to generate splashes or sprays of bodily substances; IB.

5. Patient care equipment. Handle used patient care equipment soiled with patients' fluids in a manner that prevents skin and mucous membrane exposure, contamination of clothing, or transfer of microorganisms to other patients and environments; IB.

6. Environmental control. Ensure hospital has adequate procedures for routine cleaning of patient care or patient contact surfaces; IB.

7. Linen. Handle and process used linen in a manner that prevents skin and mucous membrane exposures or transfer of microorganisms to other patients and environments; IB.

8. Occupational health and blood-borne pathogens.
   a. Use appropriate procedures when using sharp instruments; IB.
   b. Use mouthpieces, resuscitation bags, or other ventilation devices as alternate to mouth-to-mouth resuscitation methods in areas in which the need of resuscitation is predictable; IB.

9. Patient placement. Place patient who contaminates the environment or who does not have appropriate hygiene or environmental control in a private room; IB.
a real event. Community isolation and treatment facilities may also be activated; a prototype for such a facility was developed by the CDC for SARS. In general, community facilities will likely house and treat patients with milder disease, with the public health department coordinating these procedures and venues. Community isolation facilities (eg, motels, hotels) should have rooms that are equipped with private bathrooms, as well as receptacles to dispose of soiled linen and contaminated waste. Personnel who work at the facility should also have N-95 respirators available, as well as disposable gowns and gloves. In general, patients at these facilities will be expected to care for themselves. Other hospital infection-control procedures may involve cohorting potentially infectious patients (if isolation beds are not available), as well as rapidly discharging appropriate inpatients and canceling elective procedures to alleviate strain on hospital resources.

Preemptive planning and knowledge of health care facility (and ED) resource availability are critical components of preparedness. Lack of resource planning was cited as a significant factor that contributed to the spread of SARS in Southeast Asia and Toronto. Unfortunately, few recent data exist describing the availability of isolation facilities in US EDs. A 1995 study found that less than 20% of EDs had negative-pressure isolation rooms. In a recent press release from November 2005, American College of Emergency Physicians leaders warned that there is an urgent need for increased ED and hospital planning, specifically citing lack of adequate surge capacity, isolation facilities, and staff to treat the large increase in the number of patients that may result from an influenza pandemic. Depending on the circumstances of the outbreak, public health officials may recommend keeping suspected noncritical infectious patients at home. The CDC’s guidelines for home isolation for SARS and pandemic influenza serve as prototypes. Alternatively, specific health care facilities may be designated as referral centers for suspected cases. Although the public health department will ultimately be responsible for coordinating implementation of these types of large-scale overcapacity plans, emergency physicians need to understand the types of options available. ED physician participation in policy development will be critical in providing practical guidance for ED patient care and operations.

Contact Tracing

Policies to support rapid identification of patients with suspected respiratory infections that have serious public health consequences (eg, SARS, avian influenza) should include mechanisms for definitive diagnostic testing and immediate reporting to the local health department. The hospital laboratory should be advised to take appropriate precautions with specimens and coordinate specialized testing with local or state health department laboratories.

In a suspected outbreak with potential epidemic risk, procedures for contact tracing must be instituted. Effective communications mechanisms between EDs and health departments are required to allow contact tracing of potentially exposed patients, visitors, and health care workers who live in the community. Contact tracing involves either active or passive monitoring. Active monitoring consists of direct public health contact (telephone or in person), for example, once a day for exposed persons to assess for symptoms and address any needs. Passive monitoring relies on the affected person’s contacting the health authorities if symptoms develop. Methods of monitoring depend on the exposure risk and capacity of the public health infrastructure. Regardless of the type of monitoring recommended, all individuals in contact with a potentially infectious person need to be advised of symptoms and what to do if symptoms develop. Additionally, persons with high-risk exposures may require activity restrictions. Although the public health department would be responsible for the contact tracing process, emergency physicians need to understand these basic principles because they will likely be called on to work closely with public health departments and provide information about persons who are infected or exposed while in the ED. Telephone numbers for the local health department should be readily available in all EDs.

Communication

Policies should include clear designations of specific persons within the hospital who are responsible for communication with public health officials (eg, hospital infection control officer) and dissemination of up-to-date information to health care staff (eg, hospital chief executive officer). Policies need to include processes for initiating communication with key public health officials after hours and on weekends and guidance about when communication should be initiated. Potential community contacts should be identified in advance and be capable of effectively communicating needs and concerns of the public.

FACILITY PLANNING

Infection Containment Technology

Although proper patient care is the main priority within the ED, the burden of protecting uninfected individuals from communicable illnesses is critical for minimizing spread of disease and the influx of new cases. The “hierarchy of control technologies” consists of (in order of effectiveness) engineering controls, administrative and work practice controls, and use of personal protective equipment. Consistent application of these principles demonstrated success in limiting TB resurgence more than a decade ago and, more recently, the spread of SARS.

Understanding the hierarchy allows comprehensive planning, clear implementation, and appropriate local adaptations. The most effective practices from each category should be implemented according to characteristics of the responsible agent. For instances in which the infectious agent is unknown, the most restrictive isolation methods available should be instituted. Emergency physicians’ preparedness thus requires understanding of institutional resource availability and capacity and early initiation of infectious disease or public health consultation if a new outbreak is suspected or institutional capacity is at risk of being overwhelmed. Problems with limited
Droplet precautions (IB) are applied in addition to standard precautions for patients known or suspected to be infected with microorganisms transmitted by droplets (larger than 5 μm that can be generated during coughing, sneezing, talking, or the performance of procedures).

1. Patient Placement (IB)
   a. Place patient in private room.
   b. If private room not available, place with other patients with same microorganism (cohort).
   c. If private room and cohorting not achievable, maintain spatial separation of at least 3 feet between the infected patient and other patients and visitors.
   d. Special air handling and ventilation are not necessary and door may remain open.

2. Mask (IB)
   In addition to wearing a mask as outlined under “Standard Precautions,” wear a mask when working within 3 feet of the patient.

3. Patient Transport (IB)
   Limit transport to essential purposes only. If transport is necessary, mask the patient if possible.

Airborne precautions (IB) are applied in addition to standard precautions for patients known or suspected to be infected with microorganisms transmitted by airborne droplet nuclei (evaporated droplets containing microorganisms that remain suspended in the air and that can be widely dispersed by air currents within a room or over a long distance).

1. Patient placement (IB)
   a. Monitored negative air pressure in relation to the surrounding areas
   b. Six to 12 air changes/hour
   c. Appropriate discharge of air outdoors or HEPA filtration of room air before recirculation
   d. Door kept shut
   e. Cohorting of patients with infection with same microorganism

2. Respiratory protection (IB)
   a. Wear respiratory (N95 respirator) when entering room of patient with possible/known TB.
   b. Susceptible persons should not enter the room of patients known/suspected to have measles or varicella if other immune caregivers are available. If susceptible persons must enter, they should wear respiratory protection (N95 respiratory). Immune persons entering need not wear respiratory protection.

3. Patient Transport (IB)
   Limit movement and transport to essential purposes only. Minimize patient dispersal of droplet nuclei by placing a surgical mask on the patient, if possible.

Figure 3. Summary and level of supporting evidence for droplet precautions (see Figure 1 for definitions of levels of grading); available at: http://www.cdc.gov/ncidod/hip/isolat/droplet_prec_excerpt.htm.

Figure 4. Summary and level of supporting evidence for airborne precautions (see Figure 1 for definitions of levels of grading); available at: http://www.cdc.gov/ncidod/hip/isolat/airborne_prec_excerpt.htm.

isolation resources in the ED or inpatient setting are usually best addressed in the short term by use of cohorting strategies.

Engineering Controls

Engineering controls provide passive protection for health care workers, visitors, and patients. Measures include use of isolation rooms (including negative pressure), filtration devices, and physical separation (eg, closing doors or cohorting). Figure 5 summarizes recommendations (and supporting level of evidence) published by the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health that are specific for maintaining airborne infection isolation rooms.

Negative pressure isolation systems prevent contaminated air from traveling to other areas of the ED or hospital, which is the most efficient method for early containment of infectious respiratory pathogens because airflow from either single rooms or small units can be controlled. However, when the organism load is extremely high, negative-pressure units may not be 100% effective, because they leave live pathogen in the air or on surfaces. Increased efficacy can be realized by supplementing negative-pressure isolation systems with a high efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filtration system.

HEPA filtration systems supplement negative-pressure systems, removing fungi and bacteria greater than 0.1 μm from the atmosphere. These can be installed in ventilation ducts but

are also available as portable units. Addition of ultraviolet lights allows killing of spores and active organisms. All HEPA filters must be properly installed and maintained according to the manufacturer’s instructions to ensure satisfactory decontamination.

Closing doors and cohorting of patients are recommended if no proper isolation room is available. Such methods proved effective in Hong Kong in early 2003, when SARS patients were cohorted into 3 separate observation wards, with no subsequent secondary transmission reported. Unfortunately, if not done properly, cohorting in open wards may contribute to increased infection, as was seen in the early Toronto SARS experience. Thus, it should be recognized that although possibly beneficial as an adjunctive measure when resources are scarce, physical separation and cohorting do not guarantee protection. Accordingly, health care workers should use proper infection controls when visiting patients in rooms, including droplet precautions and, if indicated, personal Occupation
Airborne infection isolation rooms (AIIR)

1. Maintain continuous negative air pressure (IB, IC)
2. Ensure rooms are well sealed (IB, IC)
3. Self-closing doors (IC)
4. Ventilate so that ≥12 air changes/h for new AIIR (≥6 ACH for existing AIIR)
5. Direct exhaust air outside (IC)
6. Install incoming air HEPA filters (IB, IC)


Safety and Health Administration (OSHA)–approved respirators.

Administrative and Work Practice Controls

Administration of effective infection containment requires written policies and procedures and is the “second tier” in the hierarchy of infection control. Operational policies should include explicit criteria for suspecting disease, restricting contact with patients suspected of having infection, controlling transport and high-risk procedures, quarantining of patients and contacts, contact tracing, implementing methods for disinfection, and monitoring of isolation procedures.21

Procedural policies should address need for supplemental staff, education and training for health care workers, medical surveillance of exposed health care workers, and communication with public health officials and the general public.21 Rapid implementation of these policies is the key to infection control in an outbreak scenario and proved critically important in controlling SARS.29 Although SARS specific, the CDC’s checklist for SARS Preparedness in Health Care Facilities16 provides a prototype of the types of policies and procedures that should be considered in the event of any bioterrorism-related or respiratory outbreaks should include regular evaluation of health care workers themselves may become ill. Plans for respiratory outbreaks should include regular evaluation of health care workers for infectious signs or symptoms, criteria for removing health care workers from patient care, and criteria for quarantine (either at home or in the workplace). Health care

HEALTH CARE WORKERS

Education

Proper education of health care workers about respiratory hygiene practice is critical for effective infection control. Written policies and procedures for education and training of health care workers should be developed at the institutional level. Education topics should include infection control precautions, criteria for suspecting disease at first contact and methods for restricting contact with patients suspected of having infection, limiting and controlling patient transport, and minimizing exposure during high-risk procedures. Additional educational topics for ED providers and administrators include criteria and procedures for quarantining of contacts, protocols for disinfection and for monitoring isolation, and methods for maintaining medical surveillance of exposed health care workers.21

Staffing Issues

Providing adequate hospital staffing is important in any disaster, and personnel issues particular to infectious disasters must be given consideration in developing hospital and ED plans. All health care facilities should have policies and procedures for mobilizing and reassigning staff to more critical areas in the event of a disaster. Because health care staff may be reluctant to come to work if they believe they are at risk of contracting an infectious illness, it is critical that the facility planning measures be reviewed in advance, with contingencies and backups in place. Health care workers (particularly those working in front-line ED settings) should also be given priority for receiving vaccines or prophylactic antimicrobials, when appropriate. Offering additional incentives to staff to come to work may also be required in certain situations.

Infectious outbreaks create the additional problem that health care workers themselves may become ill. Plans for respiratory outbreaks should include regular evaluation of health care workers for infectious signs or symptoms, criteria for removing health care workers from patient care, and criteria for quarantine (either at home or in the workplace). Health care
workers’ desire for a workplace quarantine option was demonstrated during the SARS outbreak, in which individuals did not want to subject family members to an increased risk of infection.

Vaccination and Chemoprophylaxis Recommendation

Although the CDC provides recommendations for influenza vaccination among health care workers, there are no uniform recommendations for health care worker vaccination for all potential respiratory pathogens. In light of this, the influenza recommendations not only serve to guide planning for annual influenza epidemics but also may provide a template for other vaccine-preventable pathogens. Research has demonstrated that influenza vaccination of health care workers contributes to a substantial decrease in patient mortality, which has led some experts to call for mandatory vaccination of health care workers. The CDC provides specific recommendations about when to provide chemoprophylaxis for influenza, which may be used as a template and adapted to other pathogens when guidelines are developed for new and emerging pathogens for which vaccines are available. Vaccinations plans for certain agents (eg, anthrax and smallpox) are controversial. Currently, preexposure anthrax vaccine is not recommended for health care workers. After the terrorist attacks of 2001, the US government developed a smallpox vaccination plan that included “formation of smallpox response teams” at each institution. Emergency physician volunteers participated as critical members of the team. Although controversy still exists in the emergency medicine community about these recommendations, they remain. Because the threat of a true smallpox event remains low, however, routine vaccination for all health care workers for smallpox is not recommended by the Advisory Committee on Immunization Practice. Facilities should create a priority list for employee smallpox vaccination in the event of an outbreak, and emergency staff should be included.

PATIENT ISSUES

Concerns about the potential spread of respiratory pathogens begin at the point of entry into the health care system and continue to the inpatient setting. Emergency physicians need to be aware of the potential for infection, illness, and transmissibility in a variety of potentially high-risk environments, including (1) emergency medical services (EMS) and triage settings (in which historical and clinical information may be limited and risk underestimated), (2) during performance of “high-risk” invasive airway procedures, and (3) during patient transport to the various inpatient units throughout the hospital.

EMS ISSUES

The CDC provides specific recommendations for EMS transport of SARS patients. Although specific EMS recommendations do not exist for each of the transmissible respiratory threats, the general principles outlined in the SARS directives are applicable to the transport of any patient with a suspected serious and contagious life-threatening respiratory infection and include the following: (1) potentially contagious patients should be transported with as few EMS personnel as possible, (2) family members should not be allowed to ride with patients in the ambulance, (3) EMS personnel traveling with a patient suspected of having infection should wear proper personal protective equipment, including isolation gown, double gloves, facemask, and N95 or higher-grade respirator (eg, N99, 100, a powered air-purifying respirator), (4) patients should wear a surgical mask if feasible and, if not, use tissues to cover their mouth or nose during coughing or sneezing; and (5) patients should be transported in a vehicle that has separate ventilation systems and compartments for patient and driver, whenever possible. Finally, advanced ED notification is advised to facilitate prearrival planning to limit exposure of other individuals. EMS personal protective equipment should be handled as medical waste, and EMS vehicles should be decontaminated before transporting another patient.

ED TRIAGE AND WAITING ROOM

The importance of implementing effective triage and ED-based diagnostic strategies is underscored by experience with highly transmissible respiratory infections such as TB and SARS. Several hospital- and ED-based studies provide data that demonstrate that lack of either provider education or adherence to institutional guidelines or inadequate diagnostic evaluation of patients at risk results in increased risk of disease transmission. Underscoring this is the findings from one epidemiologic outbreak of SARS in Toronto that found that 56% of new infections in the hospital occurred in health care workers, with the highest rates in those working in EDs and ICUs.

Both the World Health Organization and the CDC provide general recommendations for handling of patients with suspected respiratory infections that include having triage staff adhere to proper hand hygiene procedures and donning face masks and eye protection. If SARS or TB is suspected, health care workers in EDs should don an N-95, 99, or 100 respirator. The degree of vigilance that should be applied to screening for respiratory infections depends on the current risk level, with the most up-to-date regional risk information based on surveillance data provided on a CDC Web site. For example, there are 3 basic risk levels that apply to SARS: (1) no current SARS transmission anywhere in the world, (2) active SARS transmission in limited geographic areas, and (3) SARS transmission within the community in which one is practicing. In the absence of person-to-person transmission of SARS worldwide, the goal of domestic surveillance is to maximize early detection of cases while minimizing unnecessary laboratory testing and social disruption. In the absence of known transmission worldwide, the overall likelihood that a person in the United States with fever and respiratory symptoms will have SARS is exceedingly low. If SARS transmission is present in limited geographic areas, screening should focus on identifying...
persons with possible geographic exposures. When person-to-person SARS transmission is present in the community, everyone with fever or respiratory symptoms should be screened for SARS.

In an outbreak scenario (eg, SARS, avian influenza, or TB), explicit written criteria should be provided to triage personnel to allow rapid isolation of patients who may be harboring a highly contagious infection. The CDC has issued specific screening tools to be used for rapid detection and isolation of possible SARS patients, depending on the absence or presence of person-to-person transmission in the world (Figures 6 and 7). Various similar ED-based triage guidelines for specific agents (eg, TB, influenza and avian influenza)\textsuperscript{13,17,34} that include use of early radiography have been developed, and the CDC Web site

\begin{figure}
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure6}
\caption{CDC algorithm for evaluation and treatment of patients requiring hospitalization for radiographically confirmed pneumonia in the absence of person-to-person transmission of SARS-CoV. Available at: www.cdc.gov/ncidod/sars/clinicalguidanceframe1.htm.}
\end{figure}

\textsuperscript{1} Radiographic evidence of pneumonia requiring hospitalization?

- Yes
  - Continue droplet precautions and treat as clinically indicated for community-acquired pneumonia

- No
  - Treat as clinically indicated

The clinician should ask the patient about the following:

A. Recent travel (within 10 days) to mainland China, Hong Kong, or Taiwan or close contact with ill persons with a history of travel to such areas
B. Employment in an occupation at particular risk for SARS-CoV exposure, including a healthcare worker with direct patient contact or a worker in a laboratory which contains live SARS-CoV
C. Close contact with others who have been told they have pneumonia

\begin{enumerate}
\item Notify the health department
\item Evaluate for alternative diagnosis as clinically indicated. This work up may include the following:
  \begin{itemize}
  \item CBC with differential
  \item Pulse oximetry
  \item Blood cultures
  \item Sputum Gram’s stain and culture
  \item Testing for viral respiratory pathogens such as influenza A and B, respiratory syncytial virus
  \item Specimens for legionella and pneumococcal urinary antigen
  \end{itemize}
\item The health department and clinicians should look for evidence of clustering of patients with radiographically-confirmed pneumonia without alternative diagnoses (e.g., while traveling, exposure to other cases of pneumonia, clusters of pneumonia among healthcare workers).
\item NOTE: If the health department and clinician have a high suspicion for SARS-CoV infection, consider SARS isolation precautions (http://www.cdc.gov/ncidod/sars/cl.htm) and immediate initiation of the algorithm in Figure 2.
\end{enumerate}

After 72 hours, alternative diagnosis?

- Yes
  - Treat as clinically indicated

- No
  - If part of a cluster of pneumonia (or there are other reasons to consider at higher risk for SARS-CoV disease), consider SARS-CoV testing in consultation with health department
    - Continue treating pneumonia as clinically indicated
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Figure 7. CDC algorithm for management of fever or respiratory symptoms when SARS-CoV person-to-person transmission is occurring. Available at: http://www.cdc.gov/ncidod/sars/clinicalguidanceframe2.htm.

The CDC recommends that tissues and masks be made readily available for all symptomatic patients who enter the ED or hospital doors (to cover their mouths and noses) and that sinks or handwashing stations be accessible for all patients in waiting rooms and triage areas. During periods of increased respiratory infections (e.g., influenza season), separation of symptomatic and asymptomatic patients in waiting rooms and triage areas is advised, and surgical masks should be distributed to all patients with active respiratory symptoms. When it is not feasible to set up separate waiting areas in the ED, symptomatic patients should be encouraged to sit at least 3 feet away from other patients in the waiting room. According to the CDC, this practice is supported by level IB evidence.

PATIENT EDUCATION

The CDC recommends that visual education be provided at all patient entrances to EDs during periods of heightened respiratory alert. Visual alerts (including signs, pamphlets, and other general education measures about respiratory hygiene) are proven measures that can decrease disease transmission. It is recommended that visual alerts be present in several languages (depending on the region of the country and population served) and be provided at an appropriate reading level to allow for comprehension by the majority of the population. Content of educational material should include a general description of standard respiratory hygiene methods, including handwashing, use of disposable tissues for covering mouth and nose, and staying at least 3 feet away from persons with symptoms.

ED TREATMENT AREA

Although proper patient care is the main priority within the ED, protecting uninfected patients from communicable illnesses is also important. Early isolation decreases the likelihood of person-to-person transmission. Patients with a suspected but unidentified communicable respiratory infection should be placed in an environment with the highest level of protection.
available until definitive identification of the offending pathogen can be made or the possibility of a public health threat can be safely ruled out.

Laboratory diagnosis of respiratory contagious pathogens represents a critical step in decisionmaking about the need for isolation, treatment, and disposition. Unfortunately, from the standpoint of the emergency physician, most current criterion-standard laboratory assays rely on serologic or culture methodologies often requiring days to weeks for definitive reporting. Even when alternative nontargeted culture methodologies are available (eg, Acid-fast bacillus smear results for TB), reliable confirmation requires multiple sample procurement during a period of several days. For this reason, decisionmaking about patient care relies on clinical suspicion, which includes current knowledge of the community likelihood of a respiratory infectious event, risk status of the patient, and patient presenting signs and symptoms, which are often nonspecific.

As described under “ED Triage and Waiting Room,” clinical guidelines may be used as well for assistance.

Rapid diagnostic assays for contagious respiratory pathogens hold great promise with regard to assisting ED physicians in treatment of patients with suspected respiratory contagious pathogens. Although significant molecular advancements have recently been made in design and evaluation of rapid molecular-based methods, most notably using polymerase chain reaction techniques, few have reached the status of standard of care for point-of-care use. Rapid diagnostic assays for influenza are available, but none has adequate sensitivity or specificity to allow recommendation for definitive care in ED settings.48

High-Risk Airway Procedures

Interventional airway procedures in the ED (including use of nebulized therapy and endotracheal intubation) increase risk for airborne transmission of disease because they result in release of high pathogen loads.50 Although most procedures can be done in the ED, the US Department of Health and Human Services recommends that in outbreak settings, aerosol-generating procedures (eg, nebulized medications or bilevel positive air pressure) be avoided as much as possible.50 When essential for patient care, health care workers involved in these procedures should use N95 respirators or powered air-purifying respirators, along with gloves and gowns. After the procedure is completed, personal protective equipment should be removed and safely discarded to avoid contaminating the health care worker or the environment.51 Specific detailed recommendations about intubation suggest that added measures be taken to reduce unnecessary exposure to health care workers, including reducing the number of health care workers present and adequately sedating or paralyzing the patient to reduce the possibility of a cough.52 All high-risk procedures should be performed only by highly experienced staff.

Transport Issues

It is recommended that patient transport and movement from the room be limited to essential purposes only. When transport out of the room occurs, masks should be worn by the patient to reduce the opportunity for transmission to patients and staff and reduce environmental contamination. Further, health care workers in the area to which the patient is to be taken should be notified in advance.53

LEGAL ISSUES

There is a forceful interplay between the health and well-being of the public in general and an individual’s rights, which is set within a complex and often confusing legal field.54 This affects emergency practitioners and health care facilities concerning respiratory infections primarily in 2 ways: (1) through the need to notify appropriate public health authorities of reportable infectious diseases, and (2) through the requirement to isolate ill patients and quarantine sick contacts.

The CDC is recognized as the lead federal agency for protecting the health of the public and has various federal responsibilities in this regard, including investigations of unusual diseases and federal quarantine authority.55 According to Title 42 United States Code Section 264, the surgeon general, with the approval of the secretary, is authorized to make and enforce regulations to prevent the introduction, transmission, or spread of communicable diseases. However, the current legal framework of public health oversight and response in the United States is a complex mix of state and federal laws. Thus, the specific requirements for any practitioner, ED, or hospital vary according to the local and state laws.56,57 The federal government has oversight of importation of infectious diseases and overall quarantine authority, but the individual states generally have the primary authority and responsibility of responding to public health problems within their jurisdiction, such as investigating a cluster of TB cases and isolating infectious individuals. States also have the responsibility of addressing their own public health emergencies.

The interface between law, medicine, and public health requires the balancing of many potentially competing interests, especially individual human rights versus the need to protect the public’s health. There is significant background and legal precedent on this topic.58 It is best for institutions to have an existing relationship with local or state public health officials to ensure ongoing bidirectional communication in times of urgency or emergency. As in any emergency, adequate preparedness, coupled with clear communication, allows for coordinated response.

Disease Reporting

The list of reportable diseases is established by each state or territory, though the CDC has recommended specific case definitions for infectious conditions that could fall under public health surveillance.57 Timeliness and mechanism for reporting also vary for different diseases. For example, a case of smallpox
requires an immediate telephone call, whereas cases of gonorrhea may be reported in a weekly written report. Although this reporting activity may be mandated, it raises important legal and ethical issues about the balance between the duty to report and an individual’s right to privacy.

Quarantine and Isolation

The surgeon general is responsible for controlling, directing, and managing all United States quarantine stations, which includes isolation for people who are ill and quarantine for people exposed but not ill. In April 2003, SARS was added to the list of diseases for which quarantine is authorized (other diseases included are cholera, diphtheria, TB, plague, smallpox, yellow fever, and viral hemorrhagic fever). A lesson from SARS quarantines in Singapore is the capacity of a highly contagious infection to cause a rapid pandemic. The implications of quarantining a population or individuals for the length of the incubation time (or the length of the illness if patient is infected) are numerous. Quarantining a large population involves significant commitment of resources. To overcome the legal obstacles of a major quarantine, a plan must be in place well in advance of an outbreak. As part of the public health infrastructure, ED health care workers may be called on to participate in various infection containment strategies, including quarantining of individuals or vaccinating large segments of the population.

OSHA

One other important legal aspect relates to occupational safety. OSHA has a number of rules and regulations designed to protect the health and safety of health care workers. OSHA’s jurisdiction includes all health care facilities. Health care workers in EDs should be aware that rules and regulations related to respiratory hygiene are legally mandated and must be implemented in hospitals in accordance with current guidelines, as described elsewhere.

FUTURE RESEARCH

The increasing likelihood that a highly contagious respiratory outbreak such as pandemic influenza will be seen soon, coupled with recognition of the presence of significant gaps between experimental and theoretic advances in both technologic and methodologic approaches to infection control (versus true ED preparedness), has created the need for further research.

Rapid point-of-care diagnostics hold great potential for improving triage, treatment, and disposition planning. Future research will need to bridge the divide between the numerous point-of-care assays that are under development and the need to have a reliable, easy-to-use test that is adequately sensitive and specific for clinical decisionmaking. Although such development will likely take several years of investigation, 2 such diagnostics in early phases of development include a polymerase chain reaction–based respiratory pathogen panel59 and a mass spectrophotometry platform that can rapidly evaluate polymerase chain reaction products to identify any potential new emerging threat.60

There are also multiple practical issues related to ED evaluation requiring study, including development of more effective clinical decision guidelines for isolation and diagnosis and determination of the impact and best practice methods for care in ambient settings. The effectiveness of ED air filtration techniques also remains unclear, and educational research in this area is required. The numerous ethical, legal, and practical challenges associated with isolation and quarantining of patients will also require further study, with emphasis on ED-specific questions such as the role of EDs in care of “routine” emergencies, development of ED surge capacity, and optimization of methods for coordination of EDs with the public health sector.

One other area of research that is gaining increased attention and has particular relevance for EDs involves surveillance methods for tracking respiratory illnesses. Current approaches that involve ED-based researchers include syndromic surveillance based on ED complaints,61 evaluation of the efficacy of increased diagnostic testing in EDs,62 and tracking of ED prescriptions.63 These new areas of research will likely grow rapidly as the threat of respiratory infections becomes more prevalent.

SUMMARY

This review serves as a brief synopsis of the issues surrounding respiratory hygiene as they relate to the ED. Protecting patients and staff is a difficult task in the ED because cases of contagious respiratory infections are often not immediately identifiable. This report focuses on the development of appropriate policies relating to patients with potential transmissible respiratory pathogens. Education of key individuals, along with rapid dissemination of accurate information, is necessary to support these policies and will be instrumental in ensuring effective implementation. Emergency physicians will continue to be pivotal in the development of these policies by maintaining active administrative and leadership positions in hospitals, and advancing understanding of the critical role they play in the early identification, treatment, and containment of these potentially lethal respiratory pathogens.25
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